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FIRST: Let’s play together… Which of these everyday tools 
will help us in the energy transition?
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- Personal and UNIGE TPG Introduction

- How to feed the duck? 

- How to take advantage of a century of work for an energy system 
that relies on rotating machines

- Conclusions

Agenda of Today
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Agenda of Today
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- Conclusions



Stefano Barberis
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Professional Experience

- Mechanical Engineer

- PhD In Advanced Energy Systems

- Researcher and Assistant Professor at TPG UNIGE

- Founder and member of BluEnergyRevolution

- +5 years of experience in RINA Consulting managing and
coordinating different EU Funded projects and leading
proposal writing activities

- R&D interests: energy storage (thermal, power-to-X, CBs…),
sCO2 energy systems, high temperature HPs, hydrogen
energy systems
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Thermochemical Power Group  – established in 1998

Scientific activities 
Publications, Awards, Patents, Spin-off
➢ >300 Papers, >200 Journals (1998-2020)
➢ 16 International Awards (1998-2020)
➢ 19 patents (1998-2020)
➢ 2 spin off companies (BluEnergyRevolution, SIT 

Technologies)

Funding
International 65% (35% EU)
National 35%
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Agenda of Today

- Personal and UNIGE TPG Introduction

- How to feed the duck? 

- How to take advantage of a century of work for an energy system 
that relies on rotating machines

- Conclusions
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Why we need storage in a RES driven energy system?
To feed the duck… 



9http://large.stanford.edu/courses/2015/ph240/burnett2/

Why we need storage in a RES driven energy system?
…to support both RES/non-RES power plants…
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Why we need storage in a RES driven energy system?
…to support both RES/non-RES power plants…

And this will become even worse due to mobility and industry electrification…
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Why we need storage in a RES driven energy system?
…to support both RES/non-RES power plants…

This will be even more complex, for higher shares of RES…
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…and we’d need more and more bulky and long duration storage!

• As the RES increase the role of ES moves away from short-duration services
to shifting large amount of energy (~TWh in Italy only - i.e. longer duration,
reduced number of cycle)

• We’d need therefore…large scale energy storage with low utilization levels which
necessitates minimal CAPEX to attain economic competitiveness
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But which is the best energy storage?
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― Round Trip Efficiency

― Lifetime – Number of cycles

― Levelized Cost of Storage

― Energy Capacity

― Power Capacity

― Grid services Capacity

But which is the best energy storage?
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What should storage be able to do?

High renewable penetration will have an impact on the reliability and stability of the power
system. To fully decarbonize the power sector, three key challenges need to be overcome:
• Power supply and demand imbalances
• Change in transmission flow patterns
• Decrease of system inertia
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What should storage be able to do?

These three challenges are solvable by introducing flexibility into the power sector across 
different time spans
• Intraday Flexibility (<12 continuous hours)
• Multiday Flexibility (between 12 hours and few days)
• Seasonal Flexibility
• Flexibility to respond to extreme situations/weather events

Whilst solutions exist today, they are either carbon emitting (such as gas plants), physically 
constrained (such as large-scale aboveground pumped storage hydropower, or PSH) or are 
not cost effective for addressing all future needs of the power system (such as Li-ion BESS) .

• As the RES increase the role of ES moves away from short-duration services to 
shifting large amount of energy (~TWh in Italy only - i.e. longer duration, reduced 
number of cycle)

• We’d need therefore…large energy storage with low utilization levels necessitating 
minimal CAPEX to attain economic competitiveness

…but RES driven, does not mean «INVERTER» Driven…
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― High Round Trip Efficiency

― High Power/Energy Capacity

― Long Lifetime – Number of cycles

― Low cost of Levelized Cost of Storage (LOW CAPEX Particularly
if «called in operation few moments along the year)

― Able to offer all type of grid stability services (voltage, 
frequency...)

So how the optimal Energy Storage for net Zero should be?
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Which are today major challenges of «battery based energy storage»?

― Critical Raw Materials: water issues, geopolitical issues for lithium we’re currently living

……..BUT NOT ONLY: have you ever thought about mining sector emissions? 

For every tonne of mined lithium, 15 tonnes of CO2 are emitted into the air*

― Recyclability and Second Life

― Grid services capacity limits

― Safety

― 4 hours should be seen as the «largest time horizon»

* https://climate.mit.edu/ask-mit/how-much-co2-emitted-manufacturing-batteries
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Yes, but….let’s talk about hydrogen!

From REPowerEU perspective, EU renewable hydrogen target to
10 million tons of annual domestic production, plus an
additional 10 million tons of annual hydrogen imports.
Meeting these targets requires the EU to significantly upscale
its manufacturing capacities for innovative equipment such as
electrolysers.

By 2025, European manufacturers of electrolysers are aiming to
deliver a combined production capacity of approx. 25 GW per
year . Considering that production capacity will continue to
increase after 2025, this would be sufficient to guarantee at
least a cumulative installed basis of around 100 GW by 2030.

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_22_3131

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_22_3131
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Yes, but….where to store it?

In 2019 EU Natural Gas Storage capacity was around 105 Bm3 ( ~1 PWh - 24% storage to demand ratio)

20 Mt of H2 (660 TWh) is forecasted H2 need – we apply the same storage to demand ratio: 158,4 TWh

To store 158,4 TWh – we would need reservoirs around 44 Bm3

THEOR ETICALLY: salt cavern EU Underground Hydrogen Storage potential has been estimated up to
85 PWh (23 PWh on shore), but….very few examples implemented so far! (SLOW PACE – SOCIAL
ASPECTS) while the repurposing of existing Natural Gas storage would bring to up to 50 TWh of
Storage Potential (remember that 50 TWh in hydrogen storage capacity translates into approximately
250 TWh in gas storage capacity – 3x-5x volumes capacity needed)

FURTHERMOR E: We’d need specific upgrade of pipelines (ENTRY POINTS – INTERNAL EU EXCHANGE)
and/or increased terminals storage in ports
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Which are today major challenges of «power-to-hydrogen storage»?

― Critical Raw Materials (E.g. PGM and MEA)

― Low efficiencies (RTE ~ 40% and BTW: do we have enough high efficiency power capacity to 
«come back to power») 

― Water issues

― Recyclability of FCH Technology (electrolysers/FCs) and storage materials

― Grid services capacity limits

― Safety and social acceptance

― «Storage time horizon» defined by the H2 storage capacity at the end… (and we already
talked about potential issues in terms of capacity/safety/feasibility)
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Agenda of Today

- Personal and UNIGE TPG Introduction

- How to feed the duck? 

- How to take advantage of a century of work for an energy system 
that relies on rotating machines

- Conclusions
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In any case, we cannot avoid to use rotating machines…
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Storage integration in CCGT 
(also to reduce their emissions)

Electric heater 
hybridization
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Storage integration in CCGT
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POWER-TO-HEAT(-TO-POWER) via CCGT

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 764706.

➢ Heat Pump (HP) as a smart electrical load.
➢ HP may allow CC to sell grid services also

when the CC is off
➢ HP will impact on the GT inlet air, reducing

Pmin and augmenting Pmax as required.
➢ HP can produce useful heat for DHN, as an

alternative to auxiliary boilers.
➢ HP will also increase the CC average

annual efficiency.
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POWER-TO-FUEL(-TO-POWER) via CCGT

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N° 884157.
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POWER TO HEAT TO POWER
Electric Heater 
Heat Pump

Power cycles (efficiency and type 
depending on TES temperatures)

RTE depends on charging/discharging cycle efficiency: this brings to different names of the CB too (PTES, ETES…)

Or….Turbomachinery Based Long-Duration Energy Storage!
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Maximise both power-to-heat and heat-to-power cycles and 
flexibility….CO2/sCO2 solutions!

Many industrial players looking at them: MAN ES, SIEMENS, ECHOGEN…
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Particularly looking at CSP/WH and sCO2 application, CSP/WH driven CB could 
be more interesting than “simple” CSP/WH sCO2 Power Cycle

Maximise both power-to-heat and heat-to-power cycles and 
flexibility….CO2/sCO2 solutions!
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Why Long-Duration Energy Storage?

LDES time horizons

Otherwise….How companies can profit from storing energy over such long 

time span targeting Long Duration/Seasonal Storage only?



LDES Technology overview

To compare them…

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rser.2022.112240

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rser.2022.112240


Will be LDES the final answer?

Why Start-ups only are looking at LDES?

Why there is no political support to LDES yet?
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But….we already have the solution! PUMPED HYDRO!
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Why are we not effectively using Pumped Hydro?

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0360544217314822

INSTALLED CAPACITY
RANGE OF PHS MONTHLY 

UTILIZATION

STORAGE OWNERSHIP AND INVESTMENT: WHO SHOULD MOVE?
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Agenda of Today

- Personal and UNIGE TPG Introduction

- How to feed the duck? 

- How to take advantage of a century of work for an energy system 
that relies on rotating machines

- Conclusions
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Not only batteries nor hydrogen can feed the duck…

FLEXIBILITY  
(Demand and Power 

Production)
ENERGY STORAGE
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- We will need rotating machines… (and CCGT are still the highest efficiency power plant and in some countries they 
are not paid back! Let’s find a way to return on the investment, but not using them instead of PHS)

- When we look at “power-to-X”, if possible, “let’s not come back to power” (promote power-to-X, e-fuels…) to avoid 
the “multiplication of the efficiencies”

- Let’s do more with less in power production thanks to storage and high efficient conversion cycles (heat pumps)

- TES have some advantages that should be leveraged (CAPEX, efficiency…)

- Let’s use batteries just “on wheels” (Evs) and/or for proximity/off-grid services

- Industrial decarbonization can offer interesting opportunities for LDES (WH Valorisation)

Not only batteries nor hydrogen can feed the duck…
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- As for the Whole Energy Transition one single storage technology cannot bring us to NET-ZERO

- At this purpose we have to exploit what we learnt of turbomachinery and exploit it at our best, 
in which way:

1) Making our machines able to burn alternative fuels 

2) Integrating TES and BATTERIES in our GT/CCGT plants

3) Working on power-to-heat to power research

- Most of the turbo-machinery systems are large scale to be economically but would be designed 
for much longer time span (30 years+) with much less clarity as to the energy markets over such 
long period and associated risk of obsolescence for a relatively expensive plant (uncertain ROI 
could even bring, as showed, to slow down RES/ES penetration)

Not only batteries nor hydrogen can feed the duck…
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Nevertheless for seasonal unbalances power-to-fuel+CCGT could be considered

Not only batteries nor hydrogen can feed the duck…



Savona (Italy) …..new edition in 2023 to come!

SUstainable PolyEnergy generation 
and HaRvesting Conference
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SUstainable PolyEnergy generation 
and HaRvesting Conference
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https://supehr23.uni
ge.it/

SUPEHR23
SUstainable PolyEnergy generation and HaRvesting

Conference and Exhibition
Savona (Italy), 6th - 8th September 2023

https://supehr23.unige.it/
https://supehr23.unige.it/
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